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A reader topic suggestion from the same bright soul who asked about Life Contracts.  
(Readers here are so smart, my inferiority complex is sinking to narcotic intervention levels. La meilleure 
thérapie serait plusieurs doses de 750 ml de Chateau Lafite Rothschild 2016)  

RQ1: Are what we, humans, call "Guardian Angels" and "Guardian Angel Guides" the same 

thing under different names, or energies with a different purpose in a human's life, assigned to 

different tasks ? 

C: The same thing. Many tasks, roles and involvements may be requested, offered and 

designed in, as a life plan is created. 

 

2. Up to how many GAGs can an incarnated soul have? 

C: Dozens, however three is most common for permanence. Many arrive then depart to 

provide project assistance during construction, for the duration of their visits.  

  

3. Who are they for us at Home? Do we have a special connection? Close friends? Family 

we incarnated with? Complete strangers? All of this? More? 

C: All of this, you have answered your own question. 

 

4.  Is the status of GAG decided at the "gathering" to set-up a life contract ?  

C: Yes. The status is accepted, after the incoming soul extends the invitation. 

 

5.  Are there any special requirements or criteria to be a GAG, such as training, experience, 

special skills, knowledge...? 

C: No, not beyond desire. 

 

6.  The Committee says that there is "pushing, shoving, wrestling and competition" to 

become a GAG...Why is that and how does it manifest? 

A: The role is so highly prized and valued. Place several dozen aficionados at the door of the 

authorized retailer of an exclusive, luxury product. Inform them that for today only, until 

supplies run out, the new, long anticipated designs from Gucci, Louis Vuitton or Rolex will be 

available to these dozens of customers for thirty percent less than the boutique retail price, today 

only. Give them all enough cash to get three items, but have available only 1½ items per 

customer. Watch and enjoy. This is a small example of what happens.   

 

7.  Who chooses the GAGs for the incarnated soul to be? The soul itself? if yes, and as there 

is so much competition, how does the soul select?  

C: Yes, the soul selects. Often by random choice, as you would call a lottery or raffle 

drawing  

 

8. Who is it fun to watch for? What is funny? 

C: It is funny for everyone observing and participating, the behavior, statements, 

compliments, jokes and wisecracks.   

 



9.  I imagine a GAG as the guarantor that your contract will unfold as you decided and 

planned it, but also the "conductor" (you being a musician)...Does he guide your soul in the 

"matrix" you talked about to make sure you go in the right direction to cross the paths of those 

you made your contracts with as well as the events and experiences chosen? Does he redirect 

you by signs if you go the "wrong" way? Is intuition one of those signs among others, if any? 

C:  Not guarantor, that is you and only. Your guide is your guide, yes your orchestra 

conductor. You are guided through the matrix you temporarily cannot see, like leading a 

blindfolded person, until you encounter the circumstance and persons you have planned to meet, 

and with whom & which you will meet up. You are then released, upon your instruction, but 

always watched, guided and protected within the limits you place. Yes, you are redirected 

constantly, according to your instructions, and by force if necessary. This is ALWAYS according 

to your instructions, preferences and predilection. Intuition is one of the key techniques.   

 

10.  Are the expressions used by Bashar "going with the flow", "following the path of least 

resistance" synonyms of "follow what your GAGs show you"? To my understanding, that's where 

free will can operate and you" follow" or you don't...But your GAG will always find a means to 

redirect you anyway...Is that the case ? 

C: Yes, because the flow with which you go, is designed by you. You join it voluntarily. To 

oppose it is to oppose yourself, in many and the majority of cases and circumstances. Yes, you 

will always be nudged back onto the track and path you have chosen to follow, where your 

detour could be material to failure or lack of success of your mission.  

 

11. Are intuition, inspiration, creativity, creations, ideas and solutions to problems your 

GAG(s) at work with you? 

C: Yes.  

 

12.  Is the "little voice" talking to you in your head your GAG(s)? 

C: Yes, and sometimes the voice is not so little, as you have seen.  

 

13.  Matthew and Herman (I'm not sure for Gabriana), you have appeared to Patrick in a 

human form...[Correct, Gabrianna hasn't] Do all GAGs do that at some point in one's life or was 

it a particular reason for Patrick? Is there a purpose for this type of interaction, or can it be for 

"fun", or is it just another way of expressing yourselves? If there are purposes for this, can you 

give us examples ?  

C: Not all GAGs appear physically but many do. Most such appearances or physical 

sightings are not recognized as such, because the Guardian Angels assume human form and 

appearance.  For your scribe, it was intentional by our mutual agreement, to lift his awareness of 

us and things he was doing at the moment we all four believed best, in order to achieve the rise. 

He did not recognize it immediately for what happened, we explained it briefly and then he 

wrestled a bit with the surprise, if not belief. 

 

It can be for our fun or fun for & of the incarnated human if s/he asks for this, usually both. 

Purposes? To save you from serious injury or death not part of a life plan, to nudge or prompt 

you to act at a moment when it suits your plan & purpose or simply to say hello and send you a 

greeting.  

 



14.  Was Patrick able to see you because he was on a specially high vibration at that time, 

matching yours? 

C: No, the descent into the material realm he occupies, the one you also occupy, was our 

doing. He rode no elevator to our floor, but rather we went to his. We souls and humans ―we 

are all the same― all occupy the same building. It is called Heaven Headquarters.   

 

15.  Patrick, what made you aware that these "people" were your GAGs manifesting in 

human form to you?  

A: They told me.  

 

16.  Could Gabriana (who, if I remember well, never incarnated as a human) also have 

appeared to Patrick as a human being or would she have needed an incarnation as a human to 

do so ?  

G: I can appear as a human also.   

 

17. How long can a GAG hold a human form? Could he have a lengthy conversation with 

"his human" in a physical solid form? Or can this appearance only be a fleeting sign for 

something?  

C: As long as chosen, yes and if fleeting, that is also by design.  

 

18.  Can you tell us about the different ways in which you can express yourselves to us, the 

humans you follow as GAGs 

C: Sounds in your ear, often your first name spoken at the volume of a whisper but in an 

otherwise normal tone of a conversational voice. Tingling of your skin. Tingling or gently 

buzzing on the top or the back of your head. Objects moved, disappeared which reappear without 

explanation. Trinkets such as coins you suddenly find, repeatedly. Lost objects you remember 

from much time ago which appear when needed.   

 

19.  Is it possible that free will here on Earth puts the GAG in a difficult position to redirect 

the incarnated soul onto his contract terms? If yes, what could be the consequences for a" 

stubborn" incarnated soul (if anything like it exists !!)? How does a GAG deal with the free will 

of the incarnated soul? Is free will an interesting, exciting and challenging experience for a 

GAG? 

C: No, the ability to redirect is not limited to where a guide is in a difficult position, but the 

free will means the human might not agree, this sensation felt by the human as fear, disgust, 

dislike or disdain. That the human is aware of the option or alternative upon which s/he places 

disdain, means the guide has gotten through with perfect success. That the incarnated human 

chooses rejection means the disagreement we just mentioned.  

 

Guides do not deal with soul free will. They admire, respect and follow it. A stubborn soul is 

most admired and loved. Human control compulsions create the sensations of negativity 

associated with stubbornness; this is not a bad, negative or undesirable quality in your home of 

Heaven.   

 

20.  The Committee says that "the experience as GAG is beneficial and enjoyable". In what 

ways ? 



C: Take parenthood pride and multiply it several dozen times. Remove the human sexual 

coupling typically needed to create babies, the childbirth process and the diapers soon thereafter, 

and you begin to have an idea of our enjoyment, as we experience the pride of guidance, 

assistance and love.  

 

Thank you for your time and your love for us, please receive mine in return...Hope everything is 

OK for you, Patrick, and your family....  

A: Everything is very good, we missed a monster hurricane three days ago.   

 


